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Cheetah Digital
improves their global
new hire experience

Company overview

About

In early 2018 Cheetah Digital underwent a massive transformation: 

merging five separate regional businesses into one cohesive 

organization. With this transformation came the need to create a 

cohesive HR strategy, a critical piece of which being the onboarding 

of new hires. “We had to reinvent the wheel each time a new hire 

joined,” says HR Coordinator Kelsey Baker. Each region operated 

as a silo, so hiring managers weren’t learning from each other’s 

experiences or optimizing their new hires’ experience. Furthermore, 

miscommunication and a lack of accountability meant that not all 

hiring managers knew how to onboard new team members, resulting 

in long processes and a lot of back and forth to get new hires to 

complete their tasks and sign the right documents. With Greenhouse 

Onboarding, Cheetah Digital’s Global HR team optimized the process 

by automating manual tasks and creating a cohesive onboarding 

experience, which means that Kelsey’s team can focus on strategy 

and culture-building, making sure new hires feel welcomed and 

ramped up in no time.

Industry 

SaaS – a leading provider of marketing software

Company size

1,400 employees

Headquarters

Chicago, Illionois
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Cheetah Digital’s challenges

• The company was shifting from an independent regional-based structure 

to a united organization. They were looking to align across five regions and 

13 countries with differing requirements and languages while keeping a 

cohesive onboarding practice.

• The Global HR team was faced with an inefficient onboarding process that 

required many manual touchpoints to deliver a great new hire experience.

• There were no defined onboarding requirements, which meant that hiring 

managers and other stakeholders were not prepared to welcome new hires.

• New hires did not have a structure for what to expect as they joined the 

company.

Greenhouse’s solutions

• Visibility: A defined framework and clear allocation of responsibilities 

allows visibility into assigned tasks, responsible stakeholders and which 

new hires are really thriving.

• Automation: Saves time spent on internal administrative tasks and reduces 

errors. Greenhouse Onboarding also automatically sends out emails and 

reminders to new hires to complete their pre-boarding tasks.

• New hire experience: Offers a great representation of the organization to 

new hires, strengthening the company brand and helping employees get 

up to speed right away.

I have never experienced the same level of service and attention 
to detail with another vendor before. Greenhouse gave us a 
defined framework and has been a dedicated resource from 
implementation onward. Greenhouse Onboarding’s best 
practices drove our game forward.” 

Cindy Morse
Global Transformation Manager
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